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Abstract
A phylogeny depicts the hypothesized evolutionary relationships among taxa as a nested hierarchical branching diagram. Interpreting the relationships among taxa on a phylogeny is part of a set of skills called tree-thinking. Because
published phylogenies are not constructed for the purpose of tree-thinking pedagogy, the information can be difficult for students to interpret and explicit instruction is required for mastery of the tree-thinking skill-set. We present
a process to construct customizable assessment questions using published phylogenies, to assess a key tree-thinking
skill, determining relatedness among taxa on a phylogeny. We detail how to construct two types of forced-choice
questions: binary-choice and four-choice. In both question types, students are presented with a phylogeny and are
instructed to determine which taxon from a list of taxa is most closely related to a focal taxon. The list of taxa includes
distracters as possible responses explicitly selected based on common alternative strategies (similarity, proximity, node
counting), in addition to the correct response. Instructors can select taxa of their own choosing in order to customize
assessments. These assessment questions can be utilized during instruction as a formative assessment to enhance
learning or in a summative assessment.
Keywords: Discipline-based (biology) education research, Evolution, Pedagogy, Evolutionary tree, Alternative
strategies
Introduction to evolutionary trees
A phylogeny or evolutionary tree, is a graphical representation of the evolutionary history of life; it illustrates the hereditary connections between ancestors and
descendants at any temporal scale (Avise 2006; Gregory
2008; Baum and Smith 2013; Dees et al. 2014, 2018).
More specifically, an evolutionary tree is a nested hierarchical branching diagram that depicts hypothesized
relationships among taxa, shows the outcomes of evolutionary processes, and illustrates how life is related by
common ancestry. Evolutionary trees show hypothesized
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relationships among taxa and branch length does not
represent time scale or genetic divergence. Evolutionary
trees are essential tools for biologists (Kong et al. 2017)
and learning to interpret information presented in an
evolutionary tree is an important skill for introductory
college-level biology students (Meir et al. 2007).

Tree‑thinking
Tree-thinking includes a suite of skills and conceptual
understanding that enables one to read and interpret
evolutionary trees correctly (Baum et al. 2005; Thanukos 2009; Halverson 2011; Novick et al. 2011; Baum and
Smith 2013; Novick and Catley 2013, 2016; Kummer
et al. 2019; Schramm and Schmiemann 2019). College
students often struggle when first learning to interpret
the information in evolutionary trees (Baum et al. 2005;
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Catley 2006; Meir et al. 2007; Gregory 2008; Morabito
et al. 2010; Halverson 2011; Novick and Catley 2013;
Blacquiere and Hoese 2016; Dees et al. 2018; Kummer
et al. 2019). These struggles may continue after initial
instruction (Sandvik 2008; Halverson et al. 2011; Catley et al. 2012; Phillips et al. 2012; Dees et al. 2014), and
impair student understanding of evolution and how it
explains both the unity and diversity of life (Starr et al.
2012).
We developed a process for instructors to build customizable inductive curricular modules that can be used
for teaching about and assessing understanding of relationships among taxa on a phylogeny, a key tree-thinking
skill (Baum et al. 2005; Novick and Catley 2013). Phylogenies are common in scientific publications (Catley
and Novick 2008; Kong et al. 2017) yet they are not constructed for the purpose of tree-thinking pedagogy therefore information in these published phylogenies can be
difficult for students to extract and understand. The process we present demonstrates how to modify published
phylogenies to use as teaching and assessment tools while
retaining the fundamental information, evolutionary
relationships among taxa, from the phylogenies. Other
assessments for evaluating understanding of evolutionary
relationships on phylogenies and additional tree-thinking
skills (e.g., character mapping and determining the most
parsimonious relationship among taxa) have been developed (Baum et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2013; Blacquiere
and Hoese 2016). The process that we present is unique
because it enables instructors to construct instructional
modules and assessments using real data sets, the published phylogenies. These include questions that require
students to evaluate evolutionary relationships among
taxa on evolutionary trees with common incorrect strategies used as distracters to the correct response.

Common incorrect strategies
To demonstrate how to modify published phylogenies to
construct questions that require students to evaluate evolutionary relationships among taxa on evolutionary trees,
we show an initial phylogeny (Fig. 1a) that depicts the
evolutionary relationships of the taxa as might be seen
in a scientific publication (Catley and Novick 2008; Kong
et al. 2017). Next, by rotating clades at internal nodes
(Fig. 1b–e), a modification that does not change the relationships on the phylogeny, we illustrate how instructors
can build assessment questions that include three common incorrect strategies: similarity, proximity, and node
counting as distractors (Baum et al. 2005; Meir et al. 2007;
Gregory 2008; Perry et al. 2008; Halverson et al. 2011;
Novick and Catley 2013; Dees et al. 2014).
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The similarity strategy (Fig. 1b) determines evolutionary relationships based on phenotypic similarity; the
greater the phenotypic similarity between two taxa, the
closer the evolutionary relationship between those two
taxa. The fallacy of the similarity strategy is that closely
related taxa always look like one another; however, this is
not necessarily the case—more distantly related taxa may
look similar to one another because of symplesiomorphies (shared ancestral characters) or homoplasies (independently derived characters). Therefore, students who
use this approach answer questions incorrectly or answer
questions correctly for the wrong underlying reason
(Baum et al. 2005; Gregory 2008; Halverson et al. 2011;
Novick and Catley 2013). Figure 1b shows an example of
an assessment question that uses the similarity strategy
as a distracter. The wolf is the focal taxon, the taxon to
whom other taxa relationships, in this case the thylacine
and the humpback whale, will be compared. Wolves and
thylacines evolved similar body forms independently
of one another, an example of homoplasic characters.
Although wolves are evolutionarily more closely related
to humpback whales than thylacines, students with the
false impression that this body form indicates relatedness
would incorrectly assume that the wolf is more closely
related to the thylacine than the humpback whale.
The common incorrect strategy proximity (Fig. 1c)
assumes that the distance between taxa along the branch
tips is inversely proportional to relatedness; as the distance between taxa along the branch tips decreases, how
closely the taxa are related increases (Baum et al. 2005).
Figure 1c shows a question with the proximity strategy
as a distracter. Although orangutans are evolutionarily
more closely related to zebras than thylacines, students
who use the proximity strategy erroneously conclude
the orangutan to be more closely related to the thylacine
because they are closer to one another along the branch
tips than the orangutan is to the zebra along the branch
tips.
In the node counting strategy (Fig. 1d), the number
of internal nodes separating taxa is used to determine
relatedness; taxa with fewer intervening nodes separating them are considered to be more closely related to
one another than taxa with a greater number of intervening nodes separating them (Baum et al. 2005; Meir
et al. 2007; Gregory 2008; Perry et al. 2008; Halverson
et al. 2011; Dees et al. 2014). This strategy stems from
the faulty notion that evolutionary change only occurs
at the nodes, with each node indicating a single change
(Baum et al. 2005; Gregory 2008). In Fig. 1d, the node
counting strategy is a distracter response. Although
wolves are evolutionarily more closely related to
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Fig. 1 Illustration of how to modify a phylogeny for assessment purposes. a A phylogeny showing the evolutionary relationships of selected
mammal taxa as it might appear in a textbook. b–e Instructional models and assessment questions constructed by rotating branches around nodes
of the original phylogeny. a Curved arrows indicate where clades were rotated about nodes and lines above terminal taxa are included to indicate
the proximity of taxa. b–d Binary-choice questions each includes a distracter response choice corresponding to an incorrect strategy (b similarity, c
proximity, and d node counting). e Four-choice instructional model and assessment question including each incorrect strategy (similarity, proximity,
and node counting) as a separate distracter response choice

humpback whales than orangutans, a student using
the node counting strategy would conclude that the
orangutan is more closely related to the wolf than the
humpback whale because two internal nodes separate the wolf and the orangutan whereas four internal
nodes separate the wolf and humpback whale.
Evolutionary trees can also be structured so multiple different distracters can be embedded in a single,
multiple choice question, each response using a single
distracter (Fig. 1e). Although wolves are more closely
related to humpback whales than the other response
choices, a student using the similarity strategy would
be distracted by the thylacine response, a student
using the proximity strategy would be distracted by
the kangaroo response, and a student using the node

counting strategy would be distracted by the orangutan
response (Fig. 1e).

An overview of question building to address
common incorrect strategies
We describe a method in which instructors can use taxa
of their choosing to build their own instructional modules and assessment questions focused on the use of a
most recent common ancestor to determine evolutionary relatedness: a tree-thinking skill that is fundamental
for understanding how to interpret the information in
evolutionary trees. Next, we describe how we used the
15 possible different rooted trees for four taxa to construct assessment trees that use three common incorrect
approaches (i.e., similarity, proximity, and node counting)
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as distracters. We then describe how to use information
in published phylogenies, along with the rooted trees and
corresponding assessment trees, to build custom assessment questions. We provide several examples of the
question-building process to aid instructors in constructing their own questions using taxa of their choosing. In
addition, the examples provided may also serve as readymade sample questions for instructors.

Question development procedure
We developed two categories of forced-choice questions
that can be used to assess understanding of relationships among taxa in an evolutionary tree. Each question
includes an evolutionary tree, which students will reference to determine their response. Evolutionary trees
can be presented in a variety of formats (i.e., rectangular, diagonal, or circular); we present evolutionary trees
in rectangle format because students exhibit greater
accuracy and sophisticated reasoning when interpreting
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relationships among taxa on evolutionary trees in this
format (Novick and Catley 2007, 2013). The evolutionary
trees presented in questions are derived from assessment
trees (Figs. 2, 4), which are a key piece of the customization process. Assessment trees differ from evolutionary
trees because they do not include taxa along the branch
tips; instead, they indicate where to place the focal, most
closely related, and distracter taxa that will be included in
the question narrative and include letters that represent
taxa that are not part of the question narrative. Because
the roles of the taxa (e.g., focal, similarity, proximity), but
not the taxa themselves, are included on assessment trees,
questions can be customized by instructors who determine which taxa to use to fill the roles. In each question,
students are prompted to identify which taxon, from a
list of choices, is most closely related to a focal taxon. In
both categories, the correct response is the taxon that
shares a more recent common ancestor with the focal
taxon when compared to other taxon responses. The

Fig. 2 Four types of binary-choice assessment trees. Sixteen binary-choice assessment trees organized according to the incorrect strategy used as the
distracter in the question: a similarity, b proximity, c node counting, and d multiple
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correct response, the most closely related (MCR) taxon,
has greater phenotypic differences with the focal taxon
than the similarity distracter taxon, has a greater distance
separating it from the focal taxon along the branch tips
than the proximity distracter taxon, and has more intervening nodes between it and the focal taxon than the
node counting distracter taxon.

Binary‑choice assessment trees
The first category of questions are binary-choice; the
student determines which of two taxa, the distracter or
the MCR, is more closely related to a focal taxon. We
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developed four different types of questions in this category. The distracter response choice in each type of
question represents one or all three distracters: similarity, proximity, node counting, and multiple. Four example
assessment trees are provided for each type of question.
Question types are referenced by the distracter or distracters (in the case of multiple) that are included as a
response choice. The first assessment tree example (Fig. 2)
for each question type has the fewest number of lineages.
The remaining three assessment tree examples included
in each question type retain the evolutionary relationship of the focal, MCR, and distracter taxa, while lineages

Fig. 3 Three unrooted trees that include four taxa. Three distracter taxa with the focal + MCR clade equate to the four taxa condition represented in
unrooted trees a–c. Fifteen different rooted trees are indicated by nodes on the unrooted diagrams (see Fig. 4a: rooted trees A.1–A.6, Fig. 4b: rooted
trees B.1–B.6, and Fig. 4c: rooted trees C.1–C.3)
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Fig. 4 Four-taxa rooted trees with corresponding assessment trees. Fifteen possible four-taxa rooted trees with thirty corresponding assessment
trees. The left column includes all fifteen possible four-taxa rooted trees organized by branching pattern a (A.1–A.6), b (B.1–B.6), and c (C.1–C.3). The
middle and right columns include all thirty assessment trees corresponding to each of the fifteen rooted trees
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Fig. 4 continued

have been added and clades have been rotated at nodes
in order to vary the appearance of the evolutionary trees.
This was done to make it less likely that students memorize the correct response for a particular evolutionary tree. The sample trees can also be mirrored, which
increases the number of different looks in questions, further reducing the chance that students could memorize a
correct answer following an example.
Questions constructed to exhibit one incorrect strategy as a distracter control for the use of the other two

incorrect strategies in the answer selections. For example, assessment trees in the similarity question type present two taxa response choices that have equal proximity
to the focal taxon along the branch tips and are separated
from the focal taxon by the same number of internal
nodes. Thus, these other strategies do not provide cues
to help students decide which response choice is correct.
When answering the question, students decide between
two response choices: the MCR taxon, which is more
closely related to the focal taxon than the other response

(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 5 Question development using published phylogeny of vertebrate taxa, assessment trees, and images. a Taxa selected from a vertebrate
phylogeny (modified from Fig. 1 in Meyer and Zardoya 2003) with selected clades color-coded. b Assessment categories for each taxonomic
group. c Taxa selected for the assessment question: crocodile (focal; green), bird (MCR; green), lizard (similarity; yellow), humpback whale (proximity;
blue), and bat (node counting; blue). d Color-coded rooted tree, B.1 (Figs. 3, 4b), including an image and the role of each taxon. e Assessment tree
developed with tree B.1.1 (Fig. 4b). The assessment tree is configured by branch addition and clade rotation about nodes so taxa acting as distracters
in the question represent their respective incorrect strategy. Sample question: Who is most closely related to the Crocodile? a. Bat, b. Humpback
Whale, c. Bird, d. Lizard
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(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 6 Question development using published phylogeny of vertebrate taxa, assessment trees, and images. a Taxa selected from a vertebrate
phylogeny (modified from Fig. 1 in Meyer and Zardoya 2003) with selected clades color-coded. b Assessment categories for each taxonomic group.
c Taxa selected for the assessment question: coelacanth (focal; green), frog (MCR; green), grouper (similarity; purple), ray (proximity; blue), and
lamprey (node counting; yellow). d A color-coded rooted tree, A.1 (Figs. 3, 4a). e Assessment tree developed with tree A.1.1 (Fig. 4a). The assessment
tree is configured by branch addition and clade rotation about nodes so taxa acting as distracters in the question represent their respective
incorrect strategy. Sample question: Who is most closely related to the Coelacanth? a. Lamprey, b. Ray, c. Frog, d. Grouper

choice, and the similarity taxon, which has greater phenotypic similarity to the focal taxon than the MCR taxon
(Fig. 2, A.1–A.4).
In assessment trees with the proximity alternative strategy included as a distracter, participants are provided
with two response choices with commensurate phenotypic similarity to the focal taxon (as pre-determined
by the instructor) and both are separated from the focal
taxon by the same number of internal nodes. One of
the response choices, the MCR taxon, is more closely
related to the focal taxon and the other response choice,
the proximity taxon, is closer in proximity to the focal
taxon along the branch tips than the MCR taxon (Fig. 2,
B.1–B.4).
When node counting is the alternative strategy used as
a distracter, participants are presented with two response
choices that both have equal proximity to the focal taxon
along branch tips and both are equal in phenotypic similarity to the focal taxon. One response choice, the MCR
taxon, is more closely related to the focal taxon and the
other response choice, the node counting taxon, is separated by fewer internal nodes from the focal taxon than
the MCR taxon is from the focal taxon (Fig. 2, C.1–C.4).
The multiple question type includes a multiple-distracter response choice, which exhibits all three incorrect
strategies described here, and the MCR taxon response
choice. The multiple-distracter response choice is closer
in phenotypic similarity to the focal taxon, closer in proximity along the branch tips to the focal taxon, and is separated from the focal taxon by fewer internal nodes than
the MCR taxon (Fig. 2, D.1–D.4). This design results in
students responding to the question incorrectly if they
use any one or all of the three incorrect strategies when
interpreting the evolutionary tree.

Four‑choice assessment trees
In the second category of questions, students select
from four response choices, one MCR taxon response
choice and three distracter taxa response choices, when

determining which taxon is most closely related to the
focal taxon. Each of the three distracter response choices
corresponds to one common incorrect strategy (similarity, proximity, or node counting). In total, five defined
taxa will be included in the assessment trees for this category of question: focal, MCR, similarity, proximity, and
node counting; other undefined taxa included on the
assessment trees will be represented by letters.
The focal and the MCR taxa must share a more recent
common ancestor with one another than either share
with the distracter taxa; therefore, the focal and MCR
taxa are always in a clade that does not include the distracter taxa and are treated as one taxonomic unit in
the rooted and unrooted trees developed to construct
assessment trees for these types of questions (see Fig. 3).
Because the focal and MCR are treated as a single taxonomic unit, the construction of assessment trees for these
questions essentially considers the relationship among
four taxa. Three unrooted trees (Fig. 3a–c) illustrate all
the different ways in which four taxonomic units can
be arranged. The focal taxon and response choice taxa
(MCR, proximity, similarity, and node counting) can be
distributed in different permutations along the branch
tips of the evolutionary tree depending on where each
unrooted tree is rooted. Five rooted trees can be derived
from each unrooted tree in Fig. 3. Each rooted tree is
different because the relationships among the taxa are
different (Fig. 4). On a rooted evolutionary tree with
bifurcating branches, four taxonomic units can be related
to one another in fifteen different ways (Balding et al.
2008). Rooted trees are not appropriate for use as assessments because they have not yet been manipulated to
incorporate the features of the distracters.
We present 30 assessment trees (see Fig. 4); two example assessment trees were developed for each of the 15
rooted trees (e.g., assessment trees A.1.1 and A.1.2 are
derived from rooted tree A.1; Fig. 4a). These assessment
trees maintain the evolutionary relationships among
the taxa from their corresponding rooted tree (e.g., the
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(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 7 Question development using published phylogeny of mammals, assessment trees, and images. a Taxa selected from a mammalian phylogeny
(modified from Fig. 1 in Meredith et al. 2011) with clades color-coded. b Assessment categories for each taxonomic group. c Taxa selected for the
assessment question: flying squirrel (focal; green), rabbit (MCR; green), flying phalanger (similarity; purple), cat (proximity; blue), and wolf (node
counting; blue). d A color-coded rooted tree (C.2 in Figs. 3, 4c) is constructed with the selected taxa. e Assessment tree developed with tree C.2.1
(Fig. 4c). The assessment tree is configured by branch addition and clade rotation about nodes so taxa acting as distracters in the question represent
their respective incorrect strategy. Sample question: Who is most closely related to the Flying Squirrel? a. Flying Phalanger, b. Wolf, c. Cat, d. Rabbit

evolutionary relationships among taxa on rooted tree A.1
is maintained on both assessment trees A.1.1 and A.1.2 in
Fig. 4a) but they have been modified so that each alternative strategy distracter response choice is controlled
for the other two incorrect strategy distracter response
choices to an extent that they do not provide cues to help
students decide which response choice is correct.
Assessment trees developed for the four-choice questions are similar to the assessment trees in the binarychoice questions in that they indicate where to place the
five taxa included in the question narrative and show letters that represent taxa not included in the question narrative. To develop assessment trees for the four-choice
questions, which presents distracters that control for the
use of the other incorrect strategies, modifications were
made to the structure of the rooted tree while maintaining the evolutionary relationships among taxa on the
rooted tree. The modifications include adding or removing branches (lineages) and rotating clades at internal
nodes. The assessment trees are designed so that the similarity taxon is more phenotypically similar to the focal
taxon than the other taxa response choices, the proximity taxon is closer in proximity to the focal taxon along
the branch tips than the other taxa response choices, and
the node counting taxon is separated by fewer internal
nodes from the focal taxon than the other taxa response
choices.

Images of taxa
Images were selected to accompany the taxa that are
included in the question narrative. The images are
included because the use of the similarity alternative
strategy requires students to compare the phenotypic
similarity of the taxa included in the question narrative.
The primary rule for selecting images is the image of the
focal taxon and the similarity taxon must appear more
phenotypically similar to each other than either does to

the other taxon in binary-choice or taxa in four-choice
questions.
We suggest: (1) selecting images without a background
to reduce distraction and make the subject clearer and
(2) maintaining a consistent angle of view (we typically
used a lateral or dorsal view). After the taxa that are to
be included on the assessment tree have been selected,
Microsoft Office picture formatting can be used to
change the color to grayscale to eliminate cues that may
act as lurking variables. Other software programs can be
used for image manipulation. We present an abbreviated
procedure using Microsoft ® Word 2019 version 16.29.1
because it is widely used and available.
Procedure for modifying images using Microsoft
Office:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Insert image into Microsoft Office document.
Select the image.
Select picture format tab.
Select the Color option drop-down menu.
In the Recolor menu select grayscale.
Copy and paste in the appropriate location on the
assessment tree.
7. Resize as necessary, maintaining aspect ratio.

Creating your own assessment questions
Assessment trees enable instructors to use taxa from
any phylogeny they choose to construct pedagogically
designed questions that can be used for instruction or
assessment. Two types of questions, binary-choice and
four-choice, can be developed using the resources provided. Given the four assessment trees for each distracter
to be used with binary-choice questions and two assessment trees for each of the fifteen phylogenies that depict
relationships among five taxa (focal, MCR, similarity,
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(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 8 Question development using published phylogeny of mammals, assessment trees, and images. a Taxa selected from a mammalian phylogeny
(modified from Fig. 1 in Meredith et al. 2011) with clades color-coded. b Assessment categories for each taxonomic group. c Taxa selected for the
assessment question: deer mouse (focal; green), tiger (MCR; green), Antechinus (similarity; yellow), kangaroo (proximity; purple), and wombat (node
counting; purple). d A color-coded rooted tree, B.2 (Figs. 3, 4b). e Assessment tree B.2.1 (Fig. 4b). The assessment tree is configured by branch addition
and clade rotation about nodes so taxa acting as distracters in the question represent their respective incorrect strategy. Sample question: Who is
most closely related to the Deer Mouse? a. Antichinus, b. Wombat, c. Kangaroo, d. Tiger

proximity, and node counting) for four-choice questions,
instructors have a wide variety of tree structures and
taxonomic choices in order to develop their own questions. Separate assessments were constructed each containing one question type, binary-choice or four-choice,
and were analyzed for discrimination, validity, and reliability (Fawaz 2015; Blacquiere and Hoese 2016). Both
assessment types were valid, exhibited high reliability,
and discriminated between students using the correct
strategy and those using an incorrect strategy to determine evolutionary relationships among taxa. We provide
the processes to construct binary-choice and four-choice
questions with several example questions. All trees
include images of the response choices; the phenotypic
similarity distracter requires students to view and compare images based on this similarity.

Creating custom binary‑choice questions
Use the following procedure to construct a binary-choice
question:
1. Select a published phylogeny, or one of our phylogenies developed from a published phylogeny, that
includes the three taxa (focal, MCR, distracter) that
will be included in the question and identify the type
of question you want to develop (similarity, proximity, node counting, or multiple).
2. Select the focal and MCR taxa from the phylogeny.
The MCR taxon will share a more recent common
ancestor with the focal taxon than with the distracter
taxon.
3. Identify the distracter taxon. If the question contains
node counting or proximity, select the node counting or proximity taxon. For a question containing a
similarity or multiple-distracter, the distracter taxon
must be more phenotypically similar to the focal
taxon than the MCR, as determined by the instructor.

4. Select and modify taxa images for the focal, MCR,
and distracter taxon as described above.
5. Place the taxa and taxa images in the indicated places
along the branch tips of one of the assessment trees in
Fig. 2.
6. Write the question following the format below, substituting in the taxa names:
7. Which species is most closely related to the Focal
taxon?
a. MCR taxon
b. Distracter taxon.

Creating custom four‑choice questions
Use the following procedure to construct a four-choice
question:
1. Select a published phylogeny or one of the phylogenies that includes the five taxa that will be included in
the question (focal, MCR, similarity, proximity, and
node counting).
2. Select the focal and MCR taxa from the phylogeny.
The MCR taxon will share a more recent common
ancestor with the focal taxon than with the distracter
taxa.
3. Identify the similarity taxon. The similarity taxon
must be more phenotypically similar to the focal
taxon, as determined by the instructor, than the other
taxa in the question (MCR, proximity, and node
counting).
4. Select the proximity and node counting taxa.
5. Use the phylogeny selected in step 1 to determine
which rooted tree and assessment tree from Fig. 4a
(A.1–A.6), Fig. 4b (B.1–B.6), and Fig. 4c (C.1–C.3)
depicts the evolutionary relationships of the five taxa.
6. Select and modify taxa images for the focal, MCR,
and distracter taxa as described above.
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(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 9 Question development using published phylogeny of arthropods, assessment trees, and images. a Taxa selected from an arthropod
phylogeny (modified from Fig. 1 in Meusemann et al. 2010) with clades color-coded. b Assessment categories for each taxonomic group. c Taxa
selected for the assessment question: bee (focal; green), ant (MCR; green), hoverfly (similarity; blue), monarch (proximity; blue), and beetle (node
counting; yellow). d A color-coded rooted tree, B.6 (Figs. 3, 4b). e Assessment tree B.6.1 (Fig. 4b). The assessment tree is configured by branch addition
and clade rotation about nodes so taxa acting as distracters in the question represent their respective incorrect strategy. Sample question: Who is
most closely related to the Bee? a. Beetle, b. Hoverfly, c. Monarch, d. Ant

7. Place the taxa and taxa images in the indicated places
along the branch tips of the chosen assessment tree.
8. Write the question following the format below, substituting in the taxa names:
Which species is most closely related to the Focal
taxon?
a.
b.
c.
d.

MCR taxon.
Similarity taxon.
Proximity taxon.
Node counting taxon.

The order of the response choices should vary across
questions. One method would be to write the possible
responses in the order that they appear from left to right
among the tips of the tree.

Example questions developed using published
phylogenies
We show example questions derived from four different
phylogenies; each phylogeny was based on a published
phylogeny. We use each phylogeny twice to demonstrate
how to build separate questions using the same resource.
Sample assessment questions are constructed using phylogenies that depict vertebrates (Figs. 5 and 6), mammals
(Figs. 7 and 8), arthropods (Figs. 9 and 10), and plants
(Figs. 11 and 12). The sample phylogenies may be used to
construct binary-choice and four-choice questions.
Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 contain the following
components:
1. Part A: A phylogeny, based on a published phylogeny,
depicting the evolutionary relationships of the taxa
in the grouping. Color solid-line boxes are shown
around the chosen taxa names or their taxonomic

2.

3.

4.

5.

classification. Color dashed-line boxes are shown
around each clade that the focal taxon shares with
each of the other taxa. Color solid and dashed-lines
correspond to one another based on the described
clades.
Part B: A rooted tree depicting the evolutionary relationships among the chosen taxa and the role each
taxon will represent in the question: focal, MCR,
similarity, proximity, and node counting taxa. Color
solid-line boxes are shown around each taxon category. Color dashed-lines show the clade relationships, as described in A.
Part C: Images of each taxon including its common
name, scientific name, and/or taxonomic classification. Background colors for the taxon category text
correspond to the colors in parts a and b in Figs. 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12.
Part D: A color-coded rooted tree with an image of
each taxon and their taxon category. Color dashedlines show the clade relationships, as described
above.
Part E: An example assessment tree with black
branches developed from the rooted tree in part D.
Assessment trees are uncolored so that they do not
display relationship cues in the assessment questions.
The correct response to each of the example questions is the first taxon choice that is to the right of
the focal taxon on the assessment tree. To eliminate
students using this as a cue to answer the question,
instead of evaluating evolutionary relationships to
determine the correct response, instructors can vary
the placement of the correct response. For example,
using the mirror image of the example assessment
trees.
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(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 10 Question development using published phylogeny of arthropods, assessment trees, and images. a Taxa selected from an arthropod
phylogeny (modified from Fig. 1 in Meusemann et al. 2010) with clades color-coded. b Assessment categories for each taxonomic group. c Taxa
selected for the assessment question: ant (focal; green), Daphnia (MCR; green), Myrmarachne (similarity; blue), copepod (proximity; red), and crayfish
(node counting; red). d A color-coded rooted tree, C.2 (Figs. 3, 4c). e Assessment tree C.2.2 (Fig. 4c). The assessment tree is configured by branch
addition and clade rotation about nodes so taxa acting as distracters in the question represent their respective incorrect strategy. Sample question:
Who is most closely related to the Ant? a. Myrmarachne, b. Crayfish, c. Copepod, d. Daphnia

Example of how to design a four‑choice question

The steps for constructing a four-choice assessment
question from a published phylogeny focused on vertebrates (Meyer and Zardoya 2003) are shown in Fig. 5.
We provide an example of taxa to use, but as mentioned,
an instructor designing their own question could use
taxa of their choosing. If designing a binary-choice question, simply omit the additional two distracter taxa and
responses (Fig. 2).
Example four-choice assessment question construction
from vertebrate taxa grouping:
1. Select five taxa whose relationships appear in a published phylogeny (Fig. 5a); each taxon will represent a
taxon role (Fig. 5b).
2. Select the focal and similarity taxa: in this case we
used the crocodile (focal) and lizard (similarity). The
crocodile (focal) is more phenotypically similar to the
lizard (similarity) than it is to the chosen MCR, proximity, and node counting taxa (Fig. 5c).
3. Select the MCR taxon: we used the bird (Fig. 5c).
The crocodile (focal) shares a more recent common
ancestor with the bird (MCR) than it does with the
lizard (similarity) and chosen proximity and node
counting taxa.
4. Select the proximity and node counting taxa that are
not in the clade that contains the crocodile (focal)
and the bird (MCR): we used humpback whale (proximity) and bat (node counting); both are eutherian
mammals (Fig. 5c).
5. Select the rooted tree from Figs. 3 and 5 that depicts
the relationships of the chosen taxa: Fig. 5 uses
rooted tree B.1.
6. Place the taxa in the indicated places along the
branch tips (Fig. 5d).
7. Select a corresponding assessment tree from Fig. 5b
that depicts the relationship from the chosen rooted

tree: for rooted tree B.1, we used assessment tree
B.1.1.
8. Place letters in place of taxa along the tips that do not
have a taxon; letters will not be included as possible
answer selections for the multiple choice questions
(Fig. 5e).
9. Write the question following the format below, substituting in the taxa names:
Which species is most closely related to the Crocodile?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Bird.
Lizard.
Humpback whale.
Bat.

Discussion
The questions developed using the process described
here address understanding of a conceptual model of the
evolutionary history of taxa, a phylogeny (phyl: kind or
tribe; geny: origin), more specifically, the key tree-thinking skill of determining evolutionary relatedness among
taxa on a phylogeny. Given the well-documented problems acquiring this skill, we discuss how tree-thinking
questions constructed following our method can be used
to improve understanding of evolutionary relatedness
among taxa and other evolution concepts.
The method for question construction provides the
means for instructors to customize questions in three
ways: (1) taxa included, (2) tree structure, and (3) question design. First, instructors may select the taxa of
their choice to be included in a question allowing them
to design questions with course specificity (e.g., marine
organisms for a marine biology course) and select taxa
that live in a local ecosystem to increase relevance and
student engagement. Freedom in taxa selection also
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Fig. 11 Question development using published phylogeny of plants, assessment trees, and images. a Taxa selected from a plant phylogeny
(modified from Fig. 1 in Finet et al. 2010) with clades color-coded. b Assessment categories for each taxonomic group. c Taxa selected for the
assessment question: palm (focal; green), orange tree (MCR; green), cycad (similarity; yellow), pine (node counting; yellow), and magnolia (proximity;
blue). d Color-coded rooted tree B.3 (Figs. 3, 4b). e Assessment tree, B.3.1 (Fig. 4b). The assessment tree is configured by branch addition and clade
rotation about nodes so taxa acting as distracters in the question represent their respective incorrect strategy. Sample question: Who is most closely
related to the Palm? a. Magnolia, b. Orange, c. Pine, d. Cycad

enables instructors to control question difficulty because
they are able to design questions ranging from less difficult (questions containing familiar taxa) to more difficult
(questions containing unfamiliar taxa). Next, instructors
are able to customize the structure of the evolutionary
tree in a question by changing the number of lineages
and changing the branching appearance of the lineages.
Varying tree structure facilitates question novelty and
minimizes false-positive results that arise when students become familiar with a tree structure and are able
to answer a question correctly because they recognize a
pattern instead of answering correctly because they have
acquired the skill of determining evolutionary relatedness. Lastly, instructors can select between two forcedchoice question designs: binary-choice or four-choice
enabling instructors to design a question that includes
one incorrect strategy and therefore one distracter or
includes three incorrect strategies and therefore three
distracters.
The method presented here provides a valuable tool
for instruction because the question resources are concrete examples that can be used to facilitate discussions
about abstract concepts (e.g., homology, homoplasy,
synapomorphy, and symplesiomorphy) and commonly
held alternative strategies used to interpret evolutionary trees. To exemplify, an instructor can address the
incorrect similarity strategy by presenting an assessment tree containing taxa with independent evolution
toward a similar body form (homoplasy) as evidence to
counter the similarity strategy because parallel selective
pressures experienced by the species resulted in similar
body form, not common ancestry. Another example of
using this method for instruction addresses the proximity incorrect strategy. Constructing assessment trees

depicting the same evolutionary relationships among
taxa while having different sequences of taxa along
the branch tips can be used to demonstrate the fault
with the proximity strategy. By presenting phylogenies
depicting the same taxa with the same evolutionary
relationships but different sequences of taxa along the
branch tips, students will be exposed to the inconsequential nature of the sequence of taxa along the branch
tips when determining evolutionary relationships
among taxa.
Instructors can also use the assessment trees and questions to explore how a phylogeny can show evolutionary
relationships among organisms at any taxonomic level.
Using phylogenies with a variety of taxonomic levels,
instructors can demonstrate to students how clades can
be collapsed (lineages extending toward the present from
an internal node can be retracted) to represent taxonomic
groups that are more inclusive or they can be expanded
(lineages can be radiated from terminal taxa) to represent
more specific taxonomic groups. When instructors use
phylogenies with a diversity of taxonomic groups from
less inclusive to more inclusive, greater clarity is given to
the properties of internal nodes. Internal nodes represent
the hypothetical common ancestors of the lineages; they
depict the point at which the taxa in the lineages extending from the internal node exchanged genetic material
before reproductive isolation and genetic divergence led
to taxa that are recognized as separate from one another.
Presenting phylogenies in this way will help dispel the
false assumption that evolutionary change only occurs at
internals nodes that leads to the alternative strategy node
counting.
Questions constructed using the methods presented
here can be incorporated within a course as formative
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Fig. 12 Question development using published phylogeny of plants, assessment trees, and images. a Taxa selected from a plant phylogeny
(modified from Fig. 1 in Finet et al. 2010) with clades color-coded. b Assessment categories for each taxonomic group. c Taxa selected for the
assessment question: euphorbia (focal; green), cherry tree (MCR; green), saguaro (similarity; purple), sunflower (proximity; blue), and poppy (node
counting; yellow). d Color-coded rooted tree, A.1 (Figs. 3, 4a). e Assessment tree, A.1.1 (Fig. 4a). The assessment tree is configured by branch addition
and clade rotation about nodes so taxa acting as distracters in the question represent their respective incorrect strategy. Sample question: Who is
most closely related to the Euphorbia? a. Poppy, b. Sunflower, c. Cherry, d. Saguaro

and summative assessments. Formative assessments are
used within the learning process to provide feedback
to the instructor and students about the level of understanding so that deficiencies in understanding can be
addressed with further instruction and study (Oosterhof
1999). Therefore, they provide information for metacognition allowing students to monitor and regulate their
tree-thinking process. Summative assessments solely
focus on how much someone has learned at the completion of a learning cycle (Oosterhof 1999). An example of
using questions developed using the method presented
here for a summative assessment is an instructor including them on an exam.
The assessment trees and questions developed using the
method presented here are a valuable tool in formative
assessments because they are intentionally constructed to
include common incorrect strategies as distracters to the
correct strategy facilitating metacognitive analysis by the
students. To obtain an accurate measure of understanding
about phylogenies, assessment questions should include the
pitfalls that are encountered when interpreting a phylogeny. Including incorrect strategies as distracters can lead to
students experiencing cognitive dissonance, the discord of
held beliefs with new evidence, if the strategy they employ
cannot be used or leads to an incorrect response. Students
are motivated to resolve the dissonance (Festinger 1957)

therefore eliminating the incorrect strategy and adopting
the correct strategy. To further enhance student metacognition and learning, instructors can design learning activities,
which include the questions developed using our methods.
For example, an instructor could initiate student metacognitive analysis by having students answer questions and also
prompt students to explain why the responses they selected
as the correct responses are correct and the responses they
did not select as the correct responses are incorrect. In addition to students using feedback from the assessment trees
and questions to further knowledge acquisition, instructors
can use the assessment trees and questions to identify learning deficits and address them with specificity using further
instruction or learning activities.
These questions may also be used in a summative
assessment to evaluate student understanding at the
completion of the learning cycle. If instructors would
prefer to not have to create their own evolutionary trees,
these assessment trees and example questions are readyto-use. Assessment trees and questions are a valuable
resource for summative assessments because they were
found to have validity, reliability, and discrimination; in
addition, the assessment trees and questions deliberately
employ common incorrect strategies as distracters and
include taxa commonly seen in college textbooks.
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